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GlnN, the type III glutamine synthetase (GSIII) from the medically important,
anaerobic, opportunistic pathogen Bacteroides fragilis, has 82.8 kDa subunits that
share only 9% sequence identity with the type I glutamine synthetases (GSI), the
only family for which a structure is known. Active GlnN was found
predominantly in a single peak that eluted from a calibrated gel-filtration
chromatography column at a position equaivalent to 0.86(±0.08) MDa.
Negative-stain electron microscopy enabled the identification of double-ringed
particles and single hexameric rings (“pinwheels”) resulting from partial
staining. A 2D average of these pinwheels showed marked similarity to the
corresponding structures found in preparations of GSI, except that the arms of
the subunits were 40% longer. Reconstructions from particles embedded in
vitreous ice showed that GlnN has a double-ringed, dodecameric structure with
a 6-fold dihedral space group (D6) symmetry and dimensions of 17.0 nm
parallel with the 6-fold axis and 18.3 nm parallel with the 2-fold axes. The
structures, combined with a sequence alignment based on structural principles,
showed how many aspects of the structure of GSI, and most notably the α/β
barrel fold active site were preserved. There was evidence for the presence of
this structure in the reconstructed volume, thus, identifying the indentations
between the pinwheel spokes as putative active sites and suggesting
conservation of the overall molecular geometry found in GSI despite their
low level of global homology. Furthermore, docking of GSI into the
reconstruction left sufficient plausibly located unoccupied density to account
for the additional residues in GSIII, thus validating the structure.
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Bacteroides fragilis is a medically important, anaerobic, opportunistic human pathogen. It is the primary
causative agent of abdominal infections and anaerobic septicaemia following trauma to or surgery on the
digestive tract.1 The distinct nitrogen metabolism of
this organism has been implicated in its ability to outcompete other enteric bacteria in establishing an
infection. It is known that low levels of nitrogen, as
presumed to be found outside the digestive tract, can
induce the secretion of proteases by B. fragilis,2 which
in turn may allow invasion of tissues by the necrotic
Abbreviations used: D6, 6-fold dihedral space group
symmetry; EM, electron microscopy(e); FSC, Fourier shell
correlation; GlnN, the type III glutamine synthetase from
Bacteroides fragilis and other anaerobes; GS, glutamine
synthetase; MSA, multiple sequence alignment.
E-mail address of the corresponding author:
sewell@uctvms.uct.ac.za

bacteria. In order to better understand the relationship between the pathogenesis and nitrogen metabolism of B. fragilis, the role played by its distinct
glutamine synthetase enzyme is being investigated.
Glutamine synthetase (GS) (L-glutamate:ammonia
ligase (ADP-forming) EC 6.3.1.2) plays a central role in
nitrogen assimilation by catalysing the condensation of
ammonium and glutamate to form glutamine, a
precursor for the synthesis of many other essential
biomolecules. The GS superfamily is comprised of four
families†. GSI, GSII, GlnT, and GSIII, each with >35%
sequence identity amongst their members. The GS
possessed by B. fragilis BF-1 is a member of the most
recently discovered family of GSs, the GSIII family,
which is also the most phylogenetically divergent from
† The naming conventions recommended by Merrick
et al.3 are adopted here to avoid confusion between the
third GS family discovered, the GlnTs, and the family
named GSIII. The GSIII present in B. fragilis is thus no
longer designated GlnA but rather GlnN.

0022-2836/$ - see front matter © 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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The GS superfamily represents a diverse group of
enzymes, as indicated by their varied peptide lengths
(Figure 1(a)). Despite their overall diversity, five
regions of high sequence similarity were reported
initially in GSIs,8,16 and subsequently in GSIIs17 and
GSIIIs.18–20 These five conserved regions are key
structural features of the active site α/β barrel,8 and
are, therefore, the most promising targets for successful
structure prediction by comparative modelling.
Furthermore, biochemical studies suggest that all GS
enzymes share a common catalytic mechanism and,
thus, key active site residues and structural folds
should be conserved.7 In particular, GSIII has been
shown: (i) to require the same substrates and cofactors;
(ii) to show similar kinetic profiles; and (iii) to be
inhibited by compounds similar to GSI and GSII.4,5,7
It is well known that the Smith & Waterman algorithm found in many multiple sequence alignment
(MSA) programs does not always align common
motifs in homologous sequences when these patterns fall outside of the regions of highest similarity.21 This was the case with our initial attempts to
align both GSIII sequences and a GSIII profile to a
GSI profile (data not shown). It was decided to use
the structural features mentioned above to guide the
alignment of representative sequences from all four
families in a manual implementation of a patternconstrained MSA. In this way, knowledge of
structure and function is used to imitate a nonhomogenous substitution matrix. Figure 1(a) shows
the results of this alignment strategy.
During the initial alignment of all the GS
sequences investigated, it was possible to conserve
all but one of the active site residues reported by
Eisenberg et al. (Figure 1(a); for details, see Appendix).7 Arg344 in region IV, the position of which
was conserved in GS families I, II, and GlnT, was
replaced by phenylalanine in the GIIIs. In addition
to the five regions discussed above, two regions
corresponding to S. typhimurium residues 127–134
and 317–335 were particularly well conserved, with
sequence identities of 74% and 54%, respectively.
Using these alignments and preserving the fold of
GSI, it is possible to produce a diagram of the overall
fold based upon the structure of S. typhimurium
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the well-characterised GSI family. In particular, the
subunits of GSIII are considerably larger than those of
GSI, for example 82.7 kDa for B. fragilis GlnN versus
51.6 kDa for Salmonella typhimurium GlnA. Since the
discovery of GlnN in B. fragilis, which led to the
identification of the family,4 two other GSIIIs, GlnN
from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 and Ruminococcus
albus 8 have been isolated.5,6 These proteins share 41%
and 46% amino acid sequence identity, respectively,
with B. fragilis GlnN and are, therefore, expected to
exhibit similar properties.
Over the past 40 years, extensive biochemical
studies, together with structural investigations, have
helped build a picture of the mechanism of GS
activity.7 However, most research has focused on the
GSI and GSII families, previously thought to be the
prokaryotic and eukaryotic forms of the enzyme,
respectively. Atomic-resolution structures exist only
for two bacterial GSIs: S. typhimurium8 and Mycobacterium tuberculosis.9 Thus, the majority of mechanistic
insights have been derived from GSI structures, and
the low sequence similarity between the families has
precluded accurate homology modelling.
GS enzymes are, in general, double-ringed structures, with an even number of subunits and dihedral
point group symmetry.10 Biochemical studies and
preliminary electron microscope (EM) investigations
into the structure of GlnN from B. fragilis,11 however,
have suggested a hexameric quaternary structure for
GSIIIs. This agrees with the quaternary structure
subsequently suggested for Synechocystis GlnN,5 but
not with the consensus themes for GS higher-order
structure or with the dodecameric structure suggested
by Amaya et al.6 The results of biochemical techniques
such as size-exclusion chromatography, centrifugation,
and gel electrophoresis are often ambiguous due to
experimental and theoretical difficulties associated
with the techniques.12,13 This uncertainty, together
with the finding that some GS enzymes occur in a
range of oligomeric states, the inter-conversion of
which is particularly sensitive to environmental conditions and effector concentrations,14,15 makes quaternary structure assignments difficult.
Here, we describe the use of EM and singleparticle reconstruction techniques to determine the
quaternary structure of GlnN unequivocally. The
resulting structures are interpreted and compared to
the GSI structure via docking and comparison with
sequence alignments on the basis of structural
principles.

Figure 1. (a) MSA of representatives from all four GS families (sequence details are given in the Appendix) showing
conservation of residues within families and across the entire GS superfamily. The positions of the five previously
reported conserved regions, used to guide the alignments, are shown in colour. These regions correspond to β sheets of
the active site α/β-barrel: I ( ) the latch [PYF]-D-[GA]-S-S; II ( ) G-X(8)-E-[VD]-X(3,4)-Q-X-[EF]; III ( ) ATP-binding site
K-P-[LIVMFYA]-X(3,5)-[NPAT]-G-[GSTAN]-G-X-H-X(3)-S; IV ( ) Glutamate binding site[ND]-R-X(3)-[IV]-R-[IV]; and V
( ) [ILF]-E-[FDV]-R-X(6)-[NDPS]. The Tyr397 loop or adenylation loop of GSI is shown ( ). The positions of highly
conserved residues are indicated on the bottom bar. Conserved active site residues, deduced from alignments of GSIs and
GSIIs and the atomic structures of GSIs are shown in red. The boxed regions labelled A–D above the top row are the GSIII
conserved regions.26 (b) Stereo cartoon representation of GSI crystal structure,8 showing the position of insertions in GlnN
relative to GSI. (The five conserved regions are coded by the same colours as those used in the Appendix, Figure A1).
Spheres mark the position of large insertions (the number before the colon is the residue position and the number after is
the insertion size in residues). The view is into the active site of the enzyme with the 6-fold axis vertical.
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Figure 1 (legend on previous page)
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GSI,22 which predicts the locations of the additional
residues in GSIII (Figure 1(b)).

of revolution” first seen by Valentine et al. when
investigating GSI.25 However, the dimensions of the
pinwheel differed in several respects. (i) The
diameter of GlnN pinwheel was 30% longer than
that of the GSI 2D average (180 Å versus 137 Å). (ii)
The major axes of GlnN ellipsoid domains were 41%
longer than the GSI measurement (60 Å versus
42.5 Å). The minor axis was also 20% longer than the
GSI axis (30 Å versus 24 Å). (iii) The major axis of
these ellipsoidal domains in GlnN was also skewed
by 25° with respect to the normal of the radius
compared to 6° in GSI.

Gel-filtration analysis

co
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The most active fraction of the recombinant GlnN
eluted from a calibrated gel-filtration chromatography
column at a position equivalent to a molecular mass of
0.86(±0.08) MDa (Figure 2). This mass suggests an
oligomeric stoichiometery of 10(±1) subunits. This
molecular mass is similar to that observed for the
putative dodecamer of R. albus GlnN (0.98(±0.13)
MDa).6 A smaller shoulder, having some activity,
eluted at position equivalent to a molecular mass of
0.48(±0.07) MDa.

The 3D reconstructions
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Inspection of negatively stained preparations
revealed two distinct particle morphologies: abundant
roughly spherical particles (diameter ∼160 Å) with a
central cleft and pinwheel-shaped particles with a
similar diameter (black arrows in Figure 3(a)).23 The
latter particles all had the same handedness, 6-fold
symmetry and a well-stained central channel but
exhibited no stain meniscus. The pinwheels were
interpreted as arising from partial staining of the larger,
double-ringed structure. It was not possible to isolate or
visualize the lower molecular mass GlnN species.
A 2D average was calculated from the pinwheel
views using reference-free alignment (Figure 3(b)).24
The handedness and general features of the pinwheels are consistent with that of GSI if partial
staining, which emphasises the hexameric ring
closest to the carbon film, is assumed (Figure
3(c)).23 In particular, both proteins possessed prominent ellipsoidal stain-excluding regions at the
periphery of the hexameric rings, further divided
into two subdomains linked by radial arms to the
central ring region. These are the “oblate ellipsoids

Unlike the pinwheel views, the spherical particles
appeared to lie in random orientations on the support film, making these structures amenable to 3D
reconstruction by single-particle techniques. Preliminary reconstructions using a projection-matching approach resulted in a convincing dodecameric
structure, which, in the absence of enforced symmetry, displayed a clear double-ringed subunit
arrangement with 6-fold cyclical space group (C6)
symmetry.24 This symmetry does not agree with the
consensus rules for GS quaternary structure10 and
was shown to be an artefact of the partial staining
and preferential attachment of particles to the
carbon support, which led to asymmetric truncation
of the density.
Reconstructions from 15,688 images of frozenhydrated GlnN (Figure 3(d)), using the same projection-matching approach and the negative stain reconstruction as a starting model, converged to a structure
with a similar subunit arrangement. The self-rotation
function of the structure showed clear D6 symmetry
(Figure 4). Imposition of D6 symmetry resulted in the
map shown in Figure 5. GlnN is a dodecameric complex
with average dimensions 18.3 nm × 17.0 nm. The
subunits (82.8 kDa) of the complex are arranged in
two opposing hexagonal rings with distinct handedness. The projection of each ring resembles the 2D
pinwheel average discussed above (Figure 4(b)). The six
inter-ring contacts (continuous density) extending
below the arms of each subunit are distinct from one
another at high contour levels. These columns are
connected in an equatorial direction by pairs of stalk-like
processes that form a double ring when viewed from the
inside of the reconstruction volume (Figure 4(a)). At the
threshold chosen to enclose 1.3×103 nm3, density can be
seen within the cavity that is connected in a radial
direction to the arms of the subunits (Figure 4(a) cutaway views).
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Negative-stain electron microscopy

Figure 2. Gel-filtration chromatogram (protein concentration, continuous line; standard deviation in protein
concentration for duplicate chromatographic separations,
thin vertical lines; and activity, broken line). One unit of
activity is defined as the amount of GS that produced
1 μmol of GGT/min at 45 °C. The abscissa of the elution
profile has been calibrated to show the molecular mass of
the eluting species and to account for the effects of 30%
(v/v) glycerol in the mobile phase.

Evaluation of the reconstructions
Class distribution
The distribution of views found in the cryopreparations (Figure 6(a)) showed a slight orientation preference and was symmetrical about θ = 90°
(where θ is the angle that the 6-fold axis makes with
the support film).
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meric arrangement of subunits, the skewed pinwheel arms and the central channel. The coincidence
between the GSI α/β barrel fold and the circular
indentations between the subunits of each ring was
clear, confirming the predicted conservation of this
fold (Figure 7(a)).

Reproducibility and resolution
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Independent reconstructions from completely
different starting models (the negative stain reconstruction and the ab initio common-lines based
model) converged to the same structure, demonstrating the reproducibility of the reconstruction.
The Fourier shell correlation (FSC) between the
models was 0.5 at a resolution of 15 Å (Figure 6(c)).
The validity of the reconstruction can be gauged
directly from the similarity of the class averages to
reprojections of the model (Figure 6(b)), demonstrating that the model can account for the views
observed in the micrographs.
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Automated docking of a single GSI hexameric ring
into the negative stain envelope produced a unique
and convincing fit (data not shown). This docking
solution was transferred to the cryo-EM reconstruction (Figure 7) because the automated docking
directly into the cryo-EM reconstruction failed to
produce a unique solution, presumably because of
the substantial difference in volume.
In light of the mere 9% sequence identity between
GlnN and S. typhimurium GlnA, comparative
modelling was not expected to yield a confident
prediction for the entire structure of GlnN. However, the regions of high local similarity shared
between GlnA and GlnN suggested that it would be
possible to model the architecture (but not the
topology) of some homologous sub-regions. In
particular, the highest confidence in the predicted
structure resided in the highly conserved central
regions forming the active site α/β barrel fold. It is
clear from the docking that GlnN shares common
structural features with GSI, such as the dodeca-
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Figure 3. (a) A representative field from a micrograph
of negatively stained (2% (w/v) uranyl acetate) GlnN. The
image has been filtered (Butterworth low-pass filtered,
pass-band 400 Å and stop-band 6 Å) to enhance the contrast.
Double-ringed GlnN dodecamers are strongly contrasted
by their stain menisci. Pinwheel views of partially stained,
double-ringed GlnN can be seen (examples are marked
with black arrows). The scale bar represents 18 nm. (b) The
contoured representation (levels, –3.24 to 2.48 in steps of
0.95) of a 6-fold symmetrized 2D average of 150 preprocessed pinwheel views aligned by iterative referencefree alignment with annotated measurements of the
ellipsoidal domains shown in red. The positions of the
two density peaks comprising the bilobed domain are
marked with asterisks (*). (c) Overlay of a projection of one
ring of the GSI crystal structure (shown in red)8 with the 2D
average of GlnA (shown in blue). (d) A representative field
from a micrograph of frozen-hydrated GlnN particles
imaged on a Tecnai F20 cryo- field emission electron source
(FEG) transmission EM (TEM). The image has been
modified for publication as follows: the background
variance in the image was removed by subtraction of a
low-pass filtered (400 Å) version on the image. Butterworth
low-pass filtration (pass-band 400 and stop-band 6 Å) and
grey-level stretching were then used to enhance the contrast
of the particles. The scale bar represents 18 nm.
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agrees with the location of the empty density in
the cryo-EM maps. This consistency between the
map and the alignment is satisfying.
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Multiple sequence alignments
In addition to the conserved regions I–V that we
have used as markers in our alignments, Crespo et
al. highlighted four regions, named A–D, that are
highly conserved between all GSIIIs.26 As can be
seen from our alignments, two of these regions, C
and D, (S. typhimurium residues 127–134 and 317–
335) are well conserved in all GS families and are not
unique to the GSIII family.
These have been implicated in the reaction
mechanism of GSI and GSII, and the roles played
by these regions are well understood.7 For example,
in region C, E129 and E131 are known to coordinate
the n2 and n1 metal ions, respectively. E131 also
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An additional goal of the docking was to see
whether a statement could be made about the
possible location of the N-terminal and C-terminal
extensions and the insertions found in GSIII
relative to GSI and hence to further interpret the
reconstruction. Figure 7(b)–(d) shows the locations
of the additional residues on a single docked
subunit within the map. The GlnN cryo-EMderived complex is 65 % longer (17.0 versus
10.3 nm) in the 6-fold axial direction and, on
average, 28 % wider than Escherichia coli GlnA
(18.3 versus 14.3 nm). Large volumes of empty
density were observed near the N and C termini of
the model. The positions of these regions were in
agreement with the major insertions in GlnN
relative to GSI (blue and red spheres in Figure 7
(b)–(d)). Additionally, in the cryo-EM reconstruction, the large mid-sequence insertion (39–56
residues) was positioned in the region of empty
density at the tips of the subunits arms. The
position of the insertions in GlnN relative to GSI in
our multiple sequence alignments, therefore,
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Figure 4. Self-rotation function (theta, phi, chi) calculated
from an unsymmetrized cryo-EM
reconstruction (based upon an ab
intio start model). The sections
show clear evidence of D6 symmetry. The model was orientated
with the putative 6-fold axis
along phi = 0, theta = 0; theta is
plotted as the radius and phi is
plotted as the azimuthal angle of
the polar plot.

Figure 5. (a) Alternate views of the cryo-EM reconstruction volume. The reconstructed volume is shown as a surface
representation, and axial and transverse cut-away views are included to show the internal density of the cryo-EM
reconstruction. (b) Comparison of a single ring from the cryo-EM reconstruction with the 2D pinwheel average (black
contour lines). The volume was rendered in UCSF Chimera,31 with the density contoured to enclose 1360 nm3.
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The contribution of all four conserved regions
(A–D) to enzyme function has been evaluated
recently using mutational analysis.6 In support of
our alignments, regions C and D were shown to be
important for the functioning of the R. albus GSIII,
whereas mutations in regions A and B affected only
transferase activity. The accuracy of the alignment of
GSIII must be evaluated in terms of the 9% identity,
much of which is concentrated in conserved regions
as mentioned. For this reason, we have sought to
introduce consistency with the reconstructed
volume as an additional check on the alignment, in
particular, to locate the insertions in GlnN relative to
GlnA.
GlnN oligomeric stoichiometry
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Preliminary EM data27 and stoichiometric data
from biochemical studies, including calibrated gelfiltration chromatography and native PAGE analysis
have identified B. fragilis GlnN as a hexamer.11 The
GlnN from Synechocystis sp PCC 68035 is also
thought to be hexameric, whereas the GSIII from
R. albus is thought to be dodecameric. 6 The
arrangement of GlnN subunits in a single-ringed
hexameric form is contrary to the consensus rules for
GS quaternary structure.10 The predominant form
existing in our preparations used for electron
microscopy was clearly dodecameric. One possibility is that the hexameric form is an intermediate in
the formation of the principle and most active D6
dodecameric form.
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Figure 6. Validity of the reconstruction. (a). Spherical
plot of the distribution of images in the cryo-EM
reconstruction. Circles mark the position of reference
projection directions (quasi evenly spaced at 5° increments in the asymmetric unit), and their size and colour
reflect the number of images in the corresponding class.
Minor orientation preferences are visible. (b) (i) Examples of pre-processed images belonging to the class
averages shown in (ii). (iii) Projections of the 3D
reconstruction in the directions corresponding to the
class average views. (iv) Wireframe representations of
the 3D reconstruction, contoured to enclose 1360 nm3,
and orientated in the same direction as in (iii). (c)
Resolution of the reconstruction assessed by Fourier
shell correlation (FCS) of reconstructions derived from
different starting models using the same image dataset.
The FSC falls below 0.5 (filled circles) at a resolution of
15 Å for the cryo-EM reconstruction (continuous black
line and filled circles). The black dotted line shows the
3σ noise fall-off.

coordinates the amino group of a glutamate and
E129 is hydrogen-bonded to H271. The majority of
region D is composed of the important E327 flap
where R321 coordinates the carboxylate group of the
glutamate.7

Structural insights
The cyclic arrangement of subunits and the
putative active site indentations in GlnN imply
the existence of heterologous contacts, as found in
GSI, where the active sites are formed by the α/β
barrel fold from the C terminus of one subunit and
the N-terminal ”latch” from an adjacent subunit. It
is clear also from our reconstruction that the Cterminal extension occupies the interfacial region
between the rings. Thus, the isologous interactions
in GSI, comprising the H-bonding of a pair of twostranded β-sheets to form the walls of the central
channel, and the hydrophobic interaction of the
elongated C-terminal α-helical thong from one
subunit with a hydrophobic cavity in the opposite
subunit,8 cannot be conserved in detail. Further
evidence would be required to answer the open
question as to why D symmetry is maintained in
all GS families despite the presence of high Cterminal variability.
In a similar vein, considering the well-defined
central channels of all GSs studied to date, it seems
likely that the β-sheet associations, which form the
walls of the channel in GlnA, are also important. In
GlnN, these β-sheets possibly correspond to the
location of the stalk-like connections forming the
double ring around the inner walls of the particle
(Figure 7(b)); however, this region is not conserved in
our alignments.
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Figure 7. Docking of GSI GlnA crystal structure into cryo-EM density map of B. fragilis GlnN. All dockings were
based on the automated docking of an entire GlnA subunit into the negative stain map by the program Situs. (a) Docking
of an entire ring from the crystal structure of GSI (the broken circle highlights the coincidence of the GSI α/β barrel fold,
which forms the active site together with the N-terminal latch from an adjacent subunit, and the indentation between the
spokes of the pinwheel). (b)–(d) Orthogonal views of the docking of a single GSI subunit into the GSIII map. Regions of
the peptide backbone corresponding to deletions in the alignment between GSIII and GSI are not shown, and insertions
are marked by text labels (the number before the colon is the residue position and the number after is the insertion size in
residues). Spheres mark the position of large insertions for easy reference. The volume is contoured to enclose 1360 nm3
(corresponding to 12 subunits of 82.7 kDa each).

In conclusion, we have highlighted the relationships between the GS families through sequence
alignment on the basis of structural principles. In
particular, the phylogenetically divergent GSIIIs
preserve the dodecameric structure of the GSIs and
the location of the active site.
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Materials and Methods
Multiple sequence alignments

The first step of the alignment procedure was the
profile-based alignment of a number of sequences from
each major GS family using ClustalW.28 These profiles
were then aligned manually to the GSI profile using
Genedoc‡. The GSII family was aligned first, followed
‡ Nicholas, K.B., Nicholas, H.B. Jr. & Deerfield, D.
(1997). GeneDoc: Analysis and Visualization of Genetic
Variation. EMBNEW.NEWS 4:14. http://www.psc.edu/
biomed/genedoc

by the GlnTs and finally the GSIII profile. During this
process, structural information from previous studies
was incorporated in the form of the following constraints. (1) Conservation of regions I–V: these served as
anchor regions for the alignment. (2) Conservation of
active site residues reported in the annotated alignments of GSIs and GSIIs by Eisenberg et al.7 (3)
Conservation of an N-terminal motif reported in the
Pfam database.29 A Blosum 62 scoring matrix was used
for conservation shading and score reports. Regions
with low levels of sequence similarity were aligned
independently using the dynamic programming
algorithm28,30 in DNAMAN§. The parameters specified
were: a gap-opening penalty of 10, a gap extension
penalty of 0.1, a Blosum scoring matrix, a % delay
divergent sequences of 40, and no residue specific penalty
was used.
The molecular modelling and visualization packages
UCSF Chimera 31 and PyMOL║ were used for 3D
visualization of the homology models and inspection of
conserved residues.
§ (1994). DNAMAN. Lynnon BioSoft, Quebec, Canada.
║ http://pymol.sourceforge.net/
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procedure, astigmatism and defocus were corrected by
inspection of the real-time power spectra calculated from
the images.
Micrographs, recorded as unformatted 2048 × 2048 pixel
16 bit arrays, were converted to MRC format before being
downsized by a factor of 2 using the IMAGE2000 program
Label,35 to average adjacent pixels giving a final sampling
of 4.25 Å/pixel.
The sampling was determined by quantitatively
comparing a 2D average calculated from images of
side-views of contaminating GroEL particles against
projections of a GroEL atomic structure,36 using crosscorrelation. The images were preprocessed as
described below, and aligned together by referencefree alignment.24
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Micrographs (53) of frozen-hydrated GlnN (the same
sample as above) were taken on a Tecnai F20 (Birkbeck
College) operating at 200 kV under standard conditions of
minimum-dose imaging at a magnification of 50,000×.
These were digitized using an Ilford Leafscan and downsized by a factor of 2 (as above) to give a sampling of 4 Å/
pixel.
Image processing and reconstruction
Negative stain reconstructions

The majority of image processing steps and all
reconstruction steps were accomplished using the
program, SPIDER.37 GlnN particles (12,587) were
picked interactively from micrographs displayed in
the MRC program Ximdisp.38 SPIDER was then used
to window these particles, placing them in 80 × 80
image boxes that were twice the particle diameter.
Images were band-pass filtered according to standard
single-particle procedures using a an inverse top-hat
high-pass filter function (1/200 Å) and a Gaussian lowpass function (1/15 Å). Images were normalized after
masking with a soft circular mask (25 pixels radius) to
zero average density and a standard deviation of 1.
Images displaying dust or inconsistent grey levels were
deleted.
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Recombinant GlnN protein was isolated from a GSdeficient E. coli expression host (YMC-11: glnA-)32
carrying the structural gene coding for B. fragilis BF-1
GlnN on pJS139.27 GlnN was purified essentially as
described,11 but with the following modifications: after
addition of NaCl to the clarified whole cell extract,
polyethylene glycol (PEG) 6000 from a filter-sterilized
20% (w/v) stock solution was added dropwise, with
stirring, to a final concentration of 11% (w/v). The
sample was maintained on ice throughout the
precipitation (∼4 h) and then kept at 4 °C overnight.
The precipitate was collected by centrifugation and
redissolved in 4 M NaCl at half the original
precipitation volume as described.33 The redissolved
precipitate (4.5 ml) was loaded onto a pre-packed
60 cm × 1.6 cm Sephacryl 300 HR column (Amersham
- GE Healthcare), equilibrated and eluted with 10 mM
imidazole–HCl (pH 7.15, 1% (w/v) KCl at 0.2 ml/
min. Fractions were collected and assayed for GS
activity by the γ-glutamyl transferase (GGT) assay
with modifications described by Southern.11 One unit
of GS activity was defined as the amount of GS
producing 1 μmol of γ-glutamyl hyroxamate/min at
45 °C. The purity of the fractions was assessed by
SDS-PAGE (7.5% (w/v) polyacrylamide gel) followed
by protein staining using Coomassie brilliant blue
R250. The three most active fractions were pooled,
concentrated by ultrafiltration using a 50 ml Amicon
bioseparations stirred cell with a Millipore PM10
10 kDa exclusion membrane, and re-chromatographed
on the same column. The molecular mass and size
distribution of GlnN was determined by gel-filtration
chromatography in the presence of 30 % (v/v) glycerol
using a TOSOH Bioscience TSK-Gel PWXL5000 gelfiltration column calibrated with molecular mass standards from Bio-Rad and 3% (v/v) acetone. Standards were
analysed in triplicate and protein samples were analysed
in duplicate. The protein concentration of the eluted
material was determined using Bradford dye-binding
reagent from Bio-Rad.

py

Protein purification

Electron microscopy
Negative stain
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The most active fraction from the second gel-filtration
run was concentrated to ∼ 1 mg/ml and the buffer
exchanged for a low-salt buffer (10 mM imidazole–HCl
(pH 7.15), 10 mM MnCl2) using a Millipore YM10
centricon centrifugal filtration device, and stored at 4 °C.
Aliquots of a 1:4 (v/v) dilution of this solution (10 μl) were
applied to 300-mesh copper grids, which had been coated
with a thin carbon support film and glow-discharged in
air for 20 s before being stained with 2% (w/v) uranyl
acetate solution using the droplet method.
Electron micrographs (160) were recorded by a
Proscan 2048 × 2048 slow-scan charge-coupled device
(CCD) camera, with 14 μm pixels, using a Leo 912
TEM operating at 120 kV and 50,000× magnification
with zero-loss energy filtering. Images were recorded by
the minimum-dose technique,34 programmed using the
TVIPS software¶. During the focusing stage of this

¶ (2003). EM-MENU. Tietz Video and Image Processing
Systems, Germany.

The 2D reconstruction. A 2D-average was generated from
150 pre-processed views of pinwheels by reference-free
alignment:24 6-fold rotational averaging was further
applied to this average.
The 3D reconstruction. All 3D reconstructions were
obtained using an iterative projection-matching reconstruction strategy.24 Templates (166) were derived by
projection of model volumes in quasi-evenly spaced
directions (15°) covering 3D space and pre-processed as
described above. Additionally, “trap class” templates, i.e.
characteristic views of contaminating particles (GroEL),
and pinwheels were used to exclude these particles from
the reconstruction. During the alignment procedure, a
threshold cross-correlation score was imposed to exclude
20% of the particles from the reconstruction and any
image exhibiting translational shifts > 8 pixels was
excluded. Empty classes were replaced by their template
images.
Back-projection of class averages, using interpolation
in Fourier space, was used to reconstruct the volumes.
C6 symmetry was enforced during reconstructions.
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sampling of the reference projections was correspondingly restricted to the asymmetric unit. After convergence of the summarized volume, the number of
reference projections was increased to 120, corresponding to an angular sampling of 5°, and the reconstruction process iterated.
The resolution of the cryo-EM reconstructions was
determined as described above. However, the data
set was not split, but rather, two independent
reconstructions were calculated from the two independent starting models. No B-factor correction was
applied, but the higher frequencies were boosted
relative to the lower frequencies by applying a
Gaussian high-pass filter with a fall-off of 50 Å.
This volume was then filtered to the resolution given
by the FSC using a low-pass Gaussian function and
masked.
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Manual dockings were carried out in Chimera.31
Automated docking was carried out in SITUS,43 using
rigid-body docking with 15° angular samplings optimization of the six best results. Only a sub-region,
corresponding to a radial span of 90° of the larger
ring and two-thirds of the length of the molecule in the
axial direction was searched. The docking solutions
resulting from the above procedures were imposed on
the cryo-EM volume be aligning the two volumes
manually.
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This was determined initially from a self-rotation
function (a) about the putative symmetry axis (Zaxis) of an unsymmetrized reconstruction using
SPIDER,37 or (b) a free SRF using the CCP4 program
MOLREP.39
Convergence of the algorithm was measured by
monitoring the average cross-correlation score between
all images and the templates derived from the reference
volume, and the number of images jumping to different
classes between alignment cycles.
Two independent 3D reconstructions were calculated
by this method from alternative starting models. Model
1 involved an ab initio model derived by simultaneous
minimization based on common lines: Particle images
(12,587) were centred,24 classified (100 classes) by
rotationally invariant K-means clustering,40 and class
membership refined iteratively using multi-reference
alignment.41 The angular relationships between the
“best” 86 class averages were determined by a
simultaneous minimization program based on common
lines,40 and a 3D model produced by backprojection in
Fourier space. Model 2 was based on an atomicresolution structure of GSI,22 low-pass filtered to 1/
15 Å resolution.
The resolution at which the Fourier shell correlation
(FSC)42 between two independent reconstruction decreased to 0.5 was determined. The image data set
was divided into two parts, and independent reconstructions were calculated from each set using the
angular refinement procedure outlined above, with
one set using the GSI-based model and the other
using the ab initio model. After convergence, the
structures were aligned and their resolution compared
by the above methods. The final reconstruction was
then low-pass filtered to the given resolution using a
Fermi low-pass filter with a temperature factor of
0.025.
Reconstructed volumes were visualized using Web,37
SpiderViewera, and Chimera.31

Data Bank accession numbers
Both the cryo-EM (EMD-1204) and negative stain
reconstruction (EMD-1205) of dodecameric GlnN have
been submitted to the EM databank: http://www.ebi.ac.
uk/msd/

Cryo-EM reconstruction
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Particle images (15,688) were pre-processed as described for the negative stain reconstruction but the lowpass filtration was set to 8 Å. Contrast transfer function
correction in the form of phase flipping was applied to the
individual images based on the contrast transfer function
parameters determined using the MRC program
ctffind2.35 Micrographs were screened for astigmatism
and drift.
The angular refinement-based reconstruction strategy
was similar to the negative stain reconstruction,
employing two alternate starting models: an ab initio
model and the final negative stain volume. The ab
inito model was derived by common lines-based
simultaneous minimization of class averages (20)
formed by rotationally invariant K-means clustering
of reference-free aligned images (660) from the highest
defocus group (3.47 μm underfocus). Initially, 46
reference (15°) templates were used together with
70% of all the images. The presence of D6 symmetry
was assessed by a self-rotation function as above and
this symmetry subsequently imposed. The angular
a
Burford, D., Sewell, T., Lyness, C. & Marte, O. C.
(2004). SpiderViewer. Collaborative Visual Computing
Lab, Department of Computer Science, UCT, Cape
Town.
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Appendix A
Detailed Sequence of Glutamine Synthetase
Families
The full-length sequence alignments determined
by the methods described in the main body of the
text are shown in Figure A1.
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These resulting alignments were evaluated in
three ways. (i) By inspecting the local environment of conserved residues in the GSI structure
to determine whether their conservation was
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plausible (Table A1). (ii) The conservation of
secondary structure was also evaluated by
inspecting the patterns of hydrophobic amino
acids. (iii) The alignments were finally evaluated

Figure A1 (legend on opposite page)
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Figure A1. Multiple sequence alignment of representative sequences from all four GS groups showing
conservation of residues within families and across the entire GS superfamily. Coloured arrows highlight the five
previously reported regions conserved between GS groups (see the text for details). Boxed residues in the S.
typhimurium sequence mark the position of five important loops in the GSI structure, in order: the Asp50 loop or the
latch (residues 50–64); the Tyr179 loop (153–188); the Asn264 loop (255–267); the Glu327 loop or the flap (324–329);
and the Tyr397 loop or adenylation loop (388–411). Highly conserved residues are shown in black and strongly
conserved residues are shown in grey. Conserved active site residues, deduced from alignments of GSIs and GSIIs and
the atomic structures of GSIs, are shown in red. Despite their poor global sequence homology, the GS sequences
possess many regions of close similarity and all appear to possess the critical active site residues, implying a similar
catalytic mechanism. These inferences and the key residues for involving GSIs and GSIIs were derived from the
alignments presented by Eisenberg et al.7

Au

by docking the homology models based thereupon into the density of a cryo-EM reconstruction of GlnN.
Patterns of hydrophobic amino acids corresponding to packing interactions between secondary structure elements that form the α/β-barrel
active site were also taken into account during the
sequence alignments. In particular, three regions
(numbers corresponding to the Salmonella typhimurium sequence), which otherwise did not display
high sequence similarity, were found to possess
the correct patterns of hydrophobic residues for
the secondary structures they were aligned
against: 180–218 (α helix), 220–241 (β sheet), and
288–316 (α helix).

The structurally annotated (JOY44) alignment of S.
typhimurium and Mycobacterium tuberculosis GSIs in
the HOMSTRAD database45 confirmed the conservation of these patterns. Using these data, it was
possible to show that these patterns of hydrophobic
residues represent conserved local structural features, indicating the conservation of the secondary
structures they comprise. Furthermore, the secondary structure of all three of the regions described
above were predicted by the PSIPRED server.46
Sequence information
The sequences used in this study are shown in
Table A2.
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Table A1. Local environment of conserved residues not involved directly in the active site
Sequence no.

Consensus

Possible roles

S

Forms one of the catches on the N-terminal latch
(H-bonds to Glu327′ on the flap, closing the active site).9
ATP-binding site. Avoids steric clash.
May contribute to the second ammonium-binding site.47
Form part of the Asn264 loop. Gly262 is at the centre of this reverse turn.

Completely conserved
52
127
218
258–259
262
267
317
325

py

G
Q
K–P
G
G
N

Just before the Glu327 flap. H-bonds to Asn264 loop main chain
Lys258 and Glu461 of the subunit from the other ring.
Centre of the Glu327 loop turn. Appears to be a type II reverse turn.

g
v
d

241

lvim

250
273
332

g
s
ivl

338

n

335

st

356
335

ilf
st

356
374

ilf
ilm

338
335

n
st

356
335

ilf
st

356
374

al

203
213
233

on

Yfw (hydrophobic)

rs

132

Centre of hydrophobic core of N domain.
Gly is the i + 3 residue of this type I reverse
β-turn between β-sheets 1 and 2. Positive phi (HOMSTRAD).
Centre of hydrophobic core between β-sheets 1, 3 and 4,
and α-helices 3 and 4 of the C domain i.e. at the back of the β-barrel.
Centre of the reverse turn between A2 and B2.
Close to the ammonium-binding pocket.
H-bonds to Arg105 at the start of A1 (C domain) and Tyr368
of A8 and is close to Arg88 of the N domain.
Participate in the same hydrophobic core as discussed
for 132 above. Val241 participates in stacking of A3 and A4.
Gly is the i + 3 residue of this type I β-reverse turn.
H-bonds to N6 of the adenosine moiety of ADP.
Positioned in the middle of the loop between Arg344 and Glu327
on the back of the β-sheet. It faces away from
the active site towards a hydrophobic cavity.
Next to Arg339 and Arg344, and interacts
with latch residues. H-bonds to Asn61′.
H-bonds to Asp393 on the adenylation loop and to the
two main chain N atoms of the following two residues.
Participates in the hydrophobic stacking of A5 against β-sheets 4, 5 and 6.
H-bonds to Asp393 on the adenylation loop and to the
two main chain N atoms of the following two residues.
Participates in the hydrophobic stacking of A5 against β-sheets 4, 5 and 6.
Participates in the hydrophobic stacking of A8
against β-sheets 4, 5 and 6, and against A5.
Next to Arg339 and Arg344 and interacts with latch residues. H-bonds to Asn61′.
H-bonds to Asp393 on the adenylation loop and to the
two main chain N atoms of the following two residues.
Participates in the hydrophobic stacking of A5 against β-sheets 4, 5 and 6.
H-bonds to Asp393 on the adenylation loop and to the
two main chain N atoms of the following two residues.
Participates in the hydrophobic stacking of A5 against β-sheets 4, 5 and 6.
Participates in the hydrophobic stacking of A8
against β-sheets 4, 5 and 6, and against A5.
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Highly conserved
21
26

co

G

ilf
ilm

Table A2. GS sequences used in this study
GSI
GSII

GSIII

GlnT
a

Organism

Database identifiera

Reference

Salmonella typhimurium
Escherichia coli
Mycobacterium tuberculosis
Homo sapiens
Drosophila melanogaster
Arabidopsis thaliana
Schizosaccharomyces pombe
Chlorobium tepidum TLS
Synechocystis sp. (strain PCC 6803)
Prevotella bryantii
Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron BT0543 VPI-5482
Cytophaga hutchinsonii

P06201
P06711
Q10377
P15104
P20478
Q9LVI8
Q09179
Gi:21674232
Q59982
Q8RNI4
Gi:29345953
Gi: 48856327

Bacteroides fragilis
Rhizobium meliloti
Rhizobium leguminosarum

P15623
O87393
P31592

16
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
19
56
Whole genome shotgun sequence
NZ_AABD03000001
57
58
59

Au

Family

Entries marked with Gi are Genbank identifiers, all others are Swissprot.
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